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By S. E. Sl aymaker and Robin B. Gray 

SUMMARY 

This report presents the result s of an experimental investigation 
into the problem of reducing the descending velocity of a helicopter 
mode l in steady vertical autor otation by expending the kinetic energy 
of the rotor in a collective-pitch flar e . Test data were obtained over 
a wide range of operating conditions from a free ly falling model rotor 
r estra ined l aterally by a guide wire . The r esults indicate the influence 
of disk loading and rotor inertia on a given rotor configuration under 
various flare conditions . All tests were made outside of ground effect. 

An attempt was made to develop a semiempirical method of predicting 
the flare-up performance of the model, and the result is presented 
her ein. The accuracy of this method was checked experimentally for all 
model configurations and sample calculations were made for several full
scale helicopters. The method yields results which compare favorably 
with experimental data. 

INTRODUCTION 

This work represents an attempt to investigate practical limita
tions in rate and amount of blade pitch change required to produce an 
effective flare-up with a given rotor configuratibn descending in steady 
vertical autorotation. It is generally known that flare performance may 
be improved by increasing rotor energy through heavier blades or higher 
tip speed and also by increasing rate and amount of blade pitch change 
in the flare. However, it seems desirable to know the manner in which 
these variables operate in order to be able to predict their effect on 
performance. For this purpose, these tests have been carried out on 
the model rotor system not only for practical values of the variables 
but also in ranges which would be disastrous in flight. For simplicity, 
the tests were limited to vertical flight. 

This investigation was carried out at Princeton University under 
the sponsorship and with the financial assistance of the National 
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. 

/ 
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SYMBOLS 

Phys i cal quant i t i es : 

w 

b 

R 

S 

c 

a 

e 

p 

t 

te 

g 

gr oss weight of model , pounds 

number of bl ades 

blade radius , feet 

r otor di sk ar ea , s quare feet 

b l ade- section chor d , feet 

r otor solidity ratio (bc/rtR) 

average b l ade p i t ch angle from zero lift, three- quarter 
radius fo r t wisted b l ades, radians unless otherwise stated 

r ate of change of aver age blade pitch angle, radians per 
second per second (de/dt) 

f i nal b l ade pitch angle , r adians unless otherwis e stated 

mass moment of inertia of rotor about center of rotation , 
slug-feet2 

mass moment of iner t i a of blade about center of rotation , 
s l ug- fee t 2 

mass constant of rotor blades; expres ses ratio of air forces 

t o centrifugal forces (cpaR4/Il) 

mass density of air, slugs per cubic foot 

time , seconds 

length of blade-pitch- change cycle , seconds 

acceleration due to gravity (32.2 ft/sec2 ) 

Velocit i e s and accelera t ions : 

vertical velocity, rate of descent pos itive downwards, feet 
per second 

r ate of change of ver tical velocity, feet per second per second 
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V Vauto 

v 

u 

. 

steady rate of vertical autorotative descent, feet 
per second 

minimum rate of descent during flare - up, feet per second 

average effective induced velocity at rotor (always 
positive), feet per second 

average rotor inflow velocity, feet per second (Vv - v) 

rotor angular velocity, radians per second 

3 

n rate of change of rotor angular velocity, radians per second 
per second (dn/dt) 

rotor angular velocity in autorotation 

Blade- section characteristics: 

a 

cdc 

a 

slope of lift curve, per radian 

section profile-drag coefficient 

coefficients in a power series for cdo as a function 

of angle of attack (Cdo = DO + 0la + 02a
2
) 

average blade angle of attack, radians 

Rotor characteristics: 

average rotor lift coefficient (CLbasic + 6CL) 

-
C~asic 
-

li:L 

average basic rotor lift coefficient (empirical) 

( 

II. ) - W - Bt CLb . 0 .0126 - 8 t + r;-
aS1C S Ht 

additional correction to 
& 

(Bt and Bt in deg) 

T rotor thrust, pounds 

F rotor thrust coefficient based on resultant velocity 

(2rr;2u2) 
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f rotor thrust coefficient based on rate of descent 

(2rrp~2Vv2) 
Subscripts: 

o initial value 

t value at time t 

DESCRIPTION OF APPARATUS 

The appar atus for this project consisted of an enclosed flight 
space , a mode l rotor system with associated driving mechansim, and 
various units of electrical equipment for making and recording the 
neces sary measurements . 

Tower 

The necessary flight space was provided by a fully enclosed tower 
(fig. 1), free from cross winds, weather, and 80 for th, which allowed 
at least l -rotor-diameter clear ance about the model throughout its 
flight , in or der to minimize inter ference effects . A control room 
above the flight chamber housed all drive-mechanism and data-recording 
equipment. The model could be raised into the control room to make 
necessary adjustments before each test. A guide wire down the center 
of the tower passed through the r otor axis to keep the fall of the 
model truly vertical and to prevent tilting of the rotor axis. There 
wa~ ~Q. other r estr a i nt on the mode l while in flight . An accelerating 
device was provided at t he starting position of the model in order to 
reduce the drop distance required for the model to reach a steady 
descending velocity . A shock absorber stopped the model at the bottom 
of the tower . 

Model 

The test model itself consisted of a two- bladed, controllable
pitch rotor system with the following characteristics: 

Rotor diameter, ft •••• 
Solidity ratio • • . • 
Blade section (no twist or taper) 
Dry weight (with light blades), Ib 

8 
0.08 

. NACA 0015 
12.3 
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Two sets of blades were provided which differed only in weight. One 
set provided a total rotor inertia of 0.66 slug-feet2 , and the other set 
provided 1. 25 slug-feet2 • Blades were installed (fig. 2) without drag 
hinges but were free to flap from -~ to 150 . Changes of blade pitch 
angle were made in flight up to 150 , governed by a hydraulic timing 
device which was adjustable for both amount and rate of pitch change. 
The pitch-change cycle was initiated by a second timing device which per
mitted the occurrence of the pitch change to be set for any desired time 
after the model was released. Figure 3 shows these hub mechanisms in 
section. Disk loading of the basic model was increased for various tests 
by addition of lead weights to the base of the hub. 

Instrumentation 

During a drop test, all data were taken by photoelectric pickup 
tubes with appropriate amplifying circuits and were recorded against 
time by a recording oscillograph. Vertical motion of the model was 
detected by a series of horizontal light beams and phototubes along the 
drop path. Rotor speed was counted by a vertical light beam through the 
rotor. A third phototube circuit recorded the starting time of the test 
and a lso the blade pitch angle during the pitch-change cycle of the flarE 
This was accomplished by means of a number of photoflash bulbs installed 
on the model with batteries and suitable contacts (fig. 4). The first 
bulb was flashed as the model was released to start its drop. A second 
bulb fired as the pitch-change cycle began, and subsequent bulbs flashed 
for each 20 of pitch change up to 100. For changes greater than this, 
the resulting curve of pitch aga inst time must be extrapolated. 

Drive Mechanisms 

The model drive system was operat~d by a 5-horsepower, direct
current motor with a Ward Leonard speed control which turned the drive 
shaft through a belt drive and spline coupling. (See fig. 5.) The 
model was held onto the lower end of the drive shaft by a manually 
operated release mechanism (fig. 6) . To provide initial acceleration 
of the model, the drive shaft was arranged to move downwards about 
4 feet, and extra accelerating force was applied to the shaft by a 
number of rubber shock cords. Solenoid-operated catches held the shaft 
on the driving spline and relea sed the shaft and model at the same 
instant (fig. 5). Figure 7 shows the starting position of the model 
beneath the control-room floor. Figure 8 shows drive shaft in final 
position at the end of the acceleration stroke. 

----- ----- ----- - -- J 
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TEST PROCEDURE 

Considerable preliminary wor k was done with the model before 
beginning actual tests of. flare - ups. Basic rotor characteristics were 
determined by means of static - thrust tests on a model lift stand. The 
curve of minimum profile- drag coefficient against Reynolds number for 
this model is shown in figure 9. The l ift stand used lacked sufficient 
.power to obtain data at high angles of attaCK, but past experience with 
similar models has determined that , in the range of Reynolds numbers of 
these tests , the drag polar can be expressed as: 

For each value of disk loading to be used in the flare tests, values 
of rotor speed and rate of descent in steady autorotation were determined 
experimentally. Autorotative rotor speed was determined by making a 
series of drops of the model at autorotative blade pitch, with different 
initial rotor speeds. Curves of rotor speed during these drops were 
plotted together, and the rotor speed toward which they tended to con
verge was taken as the autorotative value, and this was used for subse
quent flare tests. Steady rate of descent in autorotation was determined 
from drops of the model at autorotative rotor speed without any flare. 
The amount of acceleration reqUired to bring the model to full autorota
tive rate of descent within about the first 20 percent of the drop 
distance was determined by trial for each disk loading. 

A typical flare test with given disk loading and rotor inertia was 
begun by setting the desired initial and final blade pitch angles and 
rate of pitch change. The delay timer was adjusted so that the flare 
occurred about halfway down the tower and the test results were there
fore obtained in a region outside of ground effects. Flash bulbs were 
installed and the model was lowered to starting position at the end of 
the drive shaft. Sufficient shock cords were connected to the drive 
shaft to provide the needed initial acceleration, and the model was 
brought up to a speed slightly above autorotative rotor speed. Recording 
equipment was started before the model was released and it was kept 
running until the model hit the shock absorber at the bottom of the 
tower. 

Tests were normally run in groups, with only one variable being 
changed in each group. Six rotor conditions were covered (two inertias 
and three disk loadings ), and for each of these conditions at least two 
groups of tests were run. One group varied the amount of pitch change 
at a given rate, and the other varied the rate of pitch change with a 
given amount. Test data for each group were plotted together as curves 
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of displacement, rotor speed, and blade pitch angle against time. 
Curves of descending velocity against time were computed for each test. 

Flare tests at disk loadings higher than 0.8 were not made because 
of damage to the test model . 

PRECISION OF TEST RESUDrS 

By cons ervative estimate, time at any position could be read from 
the oscillograph record to the nearest 0.005 second, while position 
error of the phototubes has been determined by several measurements to 
be not over 3/32 inch. Based on this, the computed accuracy of the 
resulting velocity curve should be 4 percent or better. The accuracy 
of the rotor speed data was calculated at about 2 percent, based on an 
estimated time reading error of 0.003 second in 2 revolutions. Curves 
of blade pitch angle are believed to be accurate within 1/40 , as calibra
tion has shown the contact spacing to be within these limits, and tests 
have shown that time lag in the flash-bulb signal is negligible. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Justification of Initial Conditions 

At the start of the t est program, there was some question as to what 
autorotative blade angle was to be used, what autorotative rotor speed 
was to be used, and to what velocity the model should be accelerated. 
Previous tests on transition from hovering to autorotation (reference 1) 
had indicated that in the dropping distance available, higher "final" 
descending velocities were realized than were expected . At that time, 
it was not known whether these higher velocities were due to the descent 
of the model into its own wake or to a recirculation of air in the tower. 
To avoid any possibility of setting up a circulation in the tower while 
the model was being brought up to speed, it was decided to accelerate 
and drop the model with an initial blade angle of 0 0 • 

Autorotative rotor speed was obtained by making a series of unac
celerated drops at different initial speed values for each rotor con
figuration. A typical series of curves is shown in figure 10. As may 
.be seen from the figure, there is a definite convergence toward a steady 
rotor speed. This value was taken as the correct a.utorotative rotor 
speed for this particular rotor disk loading . 

It was also found that a steady rate of descent was then obtained 
when the model was dropped at the autorotative rotor speed . The values so 

_J 
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obtained for all disk loadings are plotted in figure 11 on llf against 
l/F coor dinates. The results compare very favorably with the data of 
reference 2 . 

The effect of initial acceleration on autorotative velocity, rotor 
speed, a.nd distance required to reach autorotation was investiga.ted and 
the results for one configUrat i on are shown in figure 12 . It was found 
that the amount of acceleration was not too critical and the model ratber 
quickly adjusted its r ate of descent to a steady value after relea se from 
the accelerating device. In general , the effect of the initial accelera
tion on rotor speed was negligible . 

Effect of Rate of Change of Blade Pitch Angle 

The effects of varyi ng the rate of change of blade pitch angl e on 
displacement, rate of descent , and r otor speed for one disk loading and 
rotor inertia are shown in figure 13 . The curve of e against time 
was parabolic so tha t , in general , the rate of change of blade pitch 
angle varies continuously throughout the pitch-change interval. In a ll 
cases the initial blade angle was set at 00 and the final blade angle 

was set at 12~0 . The total pitch- change time te covered the range of 

0 . 22 s econd to 2 . 96 seconds . 

As may be seen from figure 13 , the effect of the rate of change of 
blade pitch angle on displacement and hence velocity is quite large as 
the total pitch- change time becomes small, the most pronounced effect 
occurring when te is of the order of 1/2 second. It appears for this 
disk loading, however, that the major advantages of decreasing te have 
been r ealized when t e is approximately 1/3 second. Further reductions 
in te seem to yield smaller improvements in flare performance. Data 
for other disk loadings indicate that the value of te at which the 
most pronounced effect occurs t ends to decrease with increasing disk 
loading . At a disk loading of 0 . 855 pound per square foot this value 
of te is of the order of 1/4 s econd. This is believed to be a definite 
trend even though the pitch-change-time curve had to be extrapolated 

- 10 
for ef > 102" • 

Within eJqlerimental error, the curves of rotor speed against time 
are essentially linear throughout the portion of the maneuver prior to 
minimum velocity, the slopes of the curves becoming more negative as the 
total pitch-change time decreased. The largest effect appeared between 
2.96 seconds> te > 1.44 seconds for a disk loading of 0.573 pound 
per square foot, the slope changing from -1. 88 radians per second per 
second to - 7.85 radians per second per second in this interval. For 
te = 0 . 22 second, Q = -10.15 radians per second per second. 

-- ---------
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Effect of Final Blade Pitch Angle 

The effect of varying t he final blade pitch angle on displacement, 
rate of descent, and rotor speed for one disk loading and rotor inertia 
is shown in figure 14. The variation of te with final blade pitch 

angle may be closely approximated by the formula 

In all cases, the initial blade angle was 0°. 

9 

As may be seen from figure 14, the final blade pitch angle has a 
remarkable effect on the minimum rate of descent. Changing the final 
angle from 110 to 120 results in a change in rate of descent from 8 .'7 feet 

a 
per second to 1. 2 . feet per second . A blade pitch change to 121 yields 

2 
a rate of ascent of 1. 2 feet per second. It would then appear that the 
minimum rate of descent is very sensitive to final blade pitch angle, 
especially at minimum velocities near 0 feet per second and at low rates 
of descent. It is also apparent that, for the range covered, an increase 
in final blade angle yields a more successful flare maneuver. For 
ef = 150

, the minimum velocity is a rate of ascent of 5.1 feet per second. 

However, in general, the effect of an increase in disk loading was to 
make the change in minimum velocity less sensitive to final blade pitch 
angle. 

As in the previous case, the variation of rotor speed with time for 
various final blade pitch angles is essentially linear (within experi 
mental error) for the disk loadings and inertias tested, with the slopes 
of the curves becoming more negative with increasing ef. 

Effect of Rotor Inertia and Disk Loading 

The effect of rotor inertia and disk loading on rate of descent 
and rotor speed is shown in figure 15. This figure shows that, for a 
given blade-pitch-angle variation, an increase in disk loading decreases 
the effectiveness of the flare maneuver, whereas an increase in rotor 
inertia increases the effectiveness. This, of course, is what might 
have been expected. 

Except for one case, it would appear that, for a given rotor inertia, 
the change in rate of descent from autorotation to minimum flare velocity 
is approximately constant and therefore independent of disk loading. If 
this is true, it would seem to indicate that the minimum rate of descent 

'-----~ ~--- --
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for the configuration with a disk loading of 0.246 pound per square foot 
and '1 = 5. 3 should be about 1 . 5 feet per second instead of -4.0 feet 
per second . Further investigation showed that, for this particular case, 
the rotor speed had increased from 400 rpm to 430 rpm during the drop 
prior to the initiation of the flare maneuver. Other tests made at the 
same time of the same configuration did not show this increase so it 
must be assumed to be in error for some unknown reason. At the time of 
discovery of this error, it was impractical to repeat the test. The 
results, however , are included as a rough indication of the effect of 
initial rotor speed on the flare maneuver. 

The data indicate that, in general, increasing disk loading and/or 
decreasing rotor inertia increases negatively the slope of the curve of 
rotor speed against time . 

Figure 16 is a plot of the change in rate of descent from auto
rotation to minimum rate of descent divided by autorotative velocity 
against avera~e rate of blade pitch change for all disk loadings, rotor 
inertias , and final blade pitch angles. Presented in this one figure 
are all the data taken during the entire investigation at the point of 
minimum rate of descent . In general, previous discussions hold through
out the complete range covered . 

Semiempirical Theory 

A semiempirical method of predicting the flare-up performance of 
the model is developed in appendix A. This method is based primarily 
on figure 17 which shows the empirical variation of the average basic 
rotor lift coefficient with blade pitch angle during flare-up from steady 
vertical autorotation. This curve was calculated from experimental data 
using equation (Al) of appendix A. In performing this calculation it 

• was assumed that Dt was a constant, that the pitch change was completed 
within the first interval of time (i.e., te < 0.2 sec), and that CLtasic 

was a function only of blade pitch angle. The first two assumptions are 
shown to be good within experimental error by the experimental data 
(figs. 13, 14, and 15). The validity of the third assumption can only 
be indicated by the results of the method. Figure 18 shows the results 
of the calcul ations based on the above assumptions. As may be seen, the 
semiempirical curves agree quite well with experiment; the only appreci
able error appears to lie in the fact that the time required to reach 
minimum velocity and hence altitude required for flare to be completed 
just at touch down cannot be predicted by these curves. The values 
of CLt which were determined by this calculation were corrected for 

e t and disk loading according to equations (A2) and (A3) of appendix A 
and form the basis of figure 17. 

, 
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Figures 19 and 20 present a true comparison of the semiempirical 
theory with experimental results. The only experimental data which were 
used were the physical characteristics of the model and the experimental 
curve of e against time. The figures show that the theory predicts 
the minimum rate of descent quite well for all disk loadings, total 
pitch-change times, and rotor inertias. The only exception is the con
figuration with a disk loading of 0.246 pound per square foot in fig-
ure 20. This exception has been previously disclmsed in the section 
"Effect of Ro'tor Inertia and Disk Loading." If the experimental minimum 
rate of descent should be of the order of 1.5 feet per second as previously 
supposed, then the theory also agrees quite well with this configuration. 

The flare-up performance of two full-scale helicopters as predicted 
by this semiempirical method was calculated and the results are plotted 
in figure 21. To the authors' knowledge there are no experimental data 
available for comparison purposes. 

A sample calculation has been included in appendix A to indicate 
the computational procedures. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Within the range of disk loadings and rotor inertias covered by 
this investigation of the f lare-up performance of a model helicopter, 
the following conclusions may be drawn: 

1. For a given disk loading and rotor inertia, an increase in rate 
of change of blade pitch angle and in amount of final blade pitch angle 
results in a more effective flare maneuver. There is some indication, 
however, that the major increases in performance are rather quickly 
realized and further increases yield a diminishing increase in results. 

2 . For a given r ate of change of blade pitch angle and final blade 
pitch angle, an increase in rotor inertia for a given disk loading 
increases the effectiveness of the flare maneuver, whereas an increase 
in disk loading for a given rotor inertia decreases the effectiveness. 
In the latter case, the experimental data seem to indicate that the 
rotor is capable of reducing the rate of descent by a fixed amount which 
is dependent only on blade angle, rate of change of blade angle, and 
rotor inertia. Therefore, since the autorotative rate of descent 
increases with disk loading for a given configuration, the effectiveness 
of the flare should decrease by about the same amount. 

3. The variation of rotor speed during the flare maneuver is 
essentially linear. 
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4 . The semiempirical method for predicting the flare performance of 
a model helicopter r otor as developed herein yields accurate minimum 
rates of descent throughout the r ange of experimental investigation . 

Princeton University 
Princeton , N. J., April 17, 1952 
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APPENDIX A 

DEVELOPMENT OF SEMIEMPIRICAL METHOD 

The method of predicting the flare-up performance of a model heli
copter in vertical autorotation as developed herein is no more than an 
attempt to correct a simple theory by the addition of empirical constants 
and by the neglect of apparently unimportant terms. In the beginning 
it had seemed feasible to assume that, as a first approximation, a flare
off landing could be considered as an inverse transition from hovering 
to autorotation and the theory of reference 3 would apply. This suppo
sition was quickly shown to be erroneous, however, when an attempt was 
made to predict the flare velocities of the model rotor. For lack of 
another approach, it was decided to use the same basic method, namely, 
Newton's second law and the simple blade-element theory, to arrive at 
expressions for the rate of change of vertical velocity and the rate or 
change of angular velocity. The expressions could then be modified by 
the addition of empirical factors and negl ect of terms so that they 
might be made to fit the experimental results. 

Hence, by applying Newton's second law to the vertical motion of 
the model and by assuming an average rotor lift coefficient so that the 
expression for the rotor thrust as determined by blade-element theory 
may be integrated, the following expression is obtained: 

oCLtP( JtR2) (DtR) 2 

6(W/g) 
(AI) 

Thus, in order that ~Vt and hence VVt may be determined, expressions 

must be found for the average rotor lift coefficient CLt and for the 

rotor angular velocity nt. 

It was then found by a series of trial-and-error computations that 
the average rotor lift coefficient could be empirically expressed as 

-
= e~aSiCt + l:£Lt (A2) 

where CT b . is determined from the empirical curve of eTA . 
~ aSlct ~oaS1C 

against e as shown in figure 17, and 

- --~----- - --~--
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- 6 w -Li:Lt = 0.012 S et and in deg) (A3) 

is an empirically determined expression which introduces a correction 
depending upon disk loading, blade pitch angle, rate of change of blade 
pitch angle, and rotor angular velocity. (Note that dimensions are 
automatically accounted for by the empirical constants.) 

In a manner similar to that used for equation (AI), an expression 
was arrived at for the rate of change of angular velocity. (See equa
tion (13), reference 3.) It was found, however, that this expression, 
when used in its entirety, yielded results which did not compare well 
with experiment. Further computations and modifications yielded the 
following expression 

!. 
and Bt 

which produced results that compared well with experiment. 

The expression for the angular velocity is simply 

and the rate of descent becomes 

(A4) 

(A6) 

Hence, for a given model configuration and given variation of blade 
pitch angle, the minimum flare velocity may be determined by a step-by
.step process. 

It should be noted that the steady rate of vertical descent may be 
determined with good accuracy by the method of reference 4 with the 
exception that the rotor angular velocity must be determined by means 
of equation (AI) and the value of l/f must be subsequently determined 
from the empirical curve of l/f against l/F of reference 2. 
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Sample calculation.- The physical properties for the helicopter 
chosen for the sample calculation are identical with those of the Bell 
Model 47 and are as follows: 

W = 2130 Ib 

b 2 

R 17.55 ft 

ce = 0.91 ft (effective chord) 

a = 5.75 per radian 

Cdc = 0.0088 + 0.30a2 

II = 251 Ib-ft-sec2 (slug-ft2 ) 

a = 0 .033 

11 = 4.70 

The first step is to determine the vertical autorotation character
istics of the helicopter. The rotor autorotation angular velocity may 
be determined from equation (AI) for an assumed ~auto = 00 since 

Vv t = 0 and CL = 0.297 (fig. 17). Thus, au a 

Dauto = 42.9 radians/sec 

The rate of autorotative descent is then determined by the method of 
reference 4 with the exception that the value of l/f is determined 
from the empirical curve of l/f against l/F of reference 2. Thus 

VVauto = 32.3 ft/sec 

If it is also assumed that te < 0.2_second a~d if the ~t are 
taken in steps of 0.2 second, then both CLt and nt are constants 

throughout the flare maneuver. Therefore Bt = Bf which is taken as 

110 for this example. The following calculations may then be made: 

J 
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CL == 0.356 basic (fig. 17) 

From equation (A3) 

t£L == 0.305 

From equation (A2) 

-
CL = 0.661 = Constant 

From equation (A4) 

n -6.39 radians/sec2 

From equation (AI) 

and Dt and VVt are determined from equations (A5) and (A6). 

The results of this sample calculation are plotted as the curve 
labeled helicopter A in figure 21. 



r
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Figure 1 .- Helicopter model research tower. 
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Figure 2.- Basic model rotor without pitch-control units or flash -bul b 
system. 
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Figure 4.- Details of rotor hub, showing pitch-control cylinder and 
flash-bulb contacts. Flash bulbs are located inside black shields. 
Lead weight at bottom raises disk loading. 

21 
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Fi gure 5.- Model drive system and controls. Note accelerating cords 
attached to drive shaft. 

Figure 6.- Details of release mechanism on drive shaft. 
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Figure 7.- Model connected to drive shaft in starting position. 

Figure 8.- Drive shaft in final position at end of acceleration stroke. 
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